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FINAL ORDER
On October 22, 2001, the Sugarloaf Township Police Department (Union)
filed timely exceptions and a supporting brief with the Pennsylvania Labor
Relations Board (Board) to the Proposed Decision and Order (PDO), dated
October 2, 2001. In the PDO, the Hearing Examiner concluded that Sugarloaf
Township (Township) did not commit unfair labor practices in violation of
Sections 6(1)(a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) of the Pennsylvania Labor Relations
Act (PLRA) and Act 111. On November 13, 2001, the Township timely filed a
response brief. After review of the exceptions, brief in support and
opposition, the Board makes the following:
AMENDED FINDINGS OF FACT
7.
By letter dated December 17, 1999, the Township, through its
legal representative, responded in the following manner:
The Township has given its final position on each and every grievance
filed by Officer Jordan. The collective bargaining agreement outlines
the procedure to be utilized should you wish to proceed to arbitration.
I wish to advise you that the Township will not agree to have an
individual arbitrator hear more than one (1) grievance. Any grievance
you determine to take to arbitration under the collective bargaining
agreement should be filed as a separate matter.
(N.T. 101, 109, Respondent’s Exhibit 2).
8.
In a further exchange of letters between Jordan’s counsel and the
Township’s counsel, Jordan’s counsel raised the burdensome nature of the
multiple grievances as prohibitive. By letter dated December 28, 1999, the
Township’s attorney “reiterate[d] the Township’s position that it will not
arbitrate multiple grievances before the same arbitrator.” The Township
stipulated that it refused to submit the 21 outstanding grievances to an
arbitrator. (N.T. 51, 101, 109; Respondent’s Exhibits 2, 3 and 4).

DISCUSSION
On September 18, 1996, the Township and the Union executed a collective
bargaining agreement (CBA) effective from January 1, 1997 through December
31, 2002. Throughout 1999, police officer Douglas K. Jordan filed twentyseven (27) grievances under the CBA, seventeen (17) of which were filed on
August 10, 1999. By letter dated December 15, 1999, Officer Jordan informed
the Township Supervisors that 23 of those grievances remained unresolved and
requested the appointment of an arbitrator to resolve those outstanding

grievances through binding arbitration, as provided by the CBA. By letter
dated December 17, 1999, and by stipulation of the parties at the hearing,
the Township’s attorney responded to Officer Jordan’s arbitration request and
stated that “[t]he Township has given its final position on each and every
grievance filed by Officer Jordan. The collective bargaining agreement
outlines the procedure to be utilized should you wish to proceed to
arbitration. I wish to advise you that the Township will not agree to have
an individual arbitrator hear more than one (1) grievance. Any grievance you
determine to take to arbitration under the collective bargaining agreement
should be filed as a separate matter.” (F.F. 7). The Union subsequently
informed the Township of the burdensome nature of arbitrating each and every
outstanding grievance individually. By letter dated December 28, 1999, the
Township’s attorney “reiterate[d] the Township’s position that it will not
arbitrate multiple grievances before the same arbitrator.” (F.F. 8).
In its exceptions, the Union argues that the Hearing Examiner erred in
concluding that University of Pittsburgh v. PLRB, 578 A.2d 66 (Pa. Cmwlth.
1990) is distinguishable and does not compel the conclusion that the Township
committed an unfair labor practice by refusing to submit all outstanding
grievances to one arbitrator for determination of whether the CBA, as argued
by the Township, does not support the Union’s view.
The Union charged the Township with violating Section 6(1)(a) for
refusing to submit the 21 grievances to arbitration. The Township stipulated
to this refusal, as evidenced by Respondent Exhibits 2 and 4, which are dated
December 17, 1999 and December 28, 1999 respectively. The Township argues
that it did not refuse to arbitrate; it merely relied upon the language of
the CBA, which addresses grievances in the singular only, and merely refused
to submit all 21 consolidated grievances to one arbitrator. This argument,
however, was rejected by the Commonwealth Court in University of Pittsburgh,
supra. Although the Hearing Examiner focused on the sheer number and related
nature of the grievances in University of Pittsburgh in determining that the
case was distinguishable, those issues were not germane to the Court’s
decision.
In University of Pittsburgh, various combinations of the same four
employes filed three separate grievances. All three grievances were denied
by the University and the union informed the University that it intended to
arbitrate all three grievances in one hearing before a single arbitrator.
The University refused to submit all three grievances before a single
arbitrator arguing, as the Township argues here, that the contract clearly
referred to grievances by using singular words and, therefore, the parties
contemplated arbitrating grievances separately. However, the University of
Pittsburgh Court stated that “[i]t is well settled that the question of the
scope of the grievance arbitration procedure is for the arbitrator, at least
in the first instance.” University of Pittsburgh, 578 A.2d at 68. The Court
further concluded that “procedural issues must be submitted to the arbitrator
in the first instance” and that whether “grievances should be consolidated
for a single hearing before one arbitrator is a procedural issue.” Id.
Accordingly, the Court held that the failure to submit the issue of
consolidating grievances to the arbitrator is an unfair practice. Id.
Although the University of Pittsburgh case was decided under the Public
Employe Relations Act (PERA) and the mandatory arbitration provisions
therein, the obligation to submit questions involving interpretation of the
parties’ agreement to arbitration is equally compelling under Act 111 and
PLRA. Pennsylvania State Police v. Pennsylvania State Troopers Ass’n
(Betancourt), 540 Pa. 66, 656 A.2d 83 (1995). Also, our Supreme Court has
held that where Act 111 does not give explicit direction on an issue, the
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Board and the courts may evaluate the manner in which the issue was examined
under PERA. Township of Sugarloaf v. Bowling, 759 A.2d 913, 915 n.4 (2000).
Moreover, the courts of this Commonwealth have repeatedly held that an
employer does not have the authority to unilaterally or subjectively
interpret the provisions of a collectively bargaining to determine whether
matters grieved are arbitrable. PLRB v. Bald Eagle Area Sch. Dist., 499 Pa.
62, 451 A.2d 671 (1982); University of Pittsburgh, supra; Chester Upland Sch.
Dist. v. McLaughlin, 655 A.2d 621 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1995). The Township may
request the arbitrator to bifurcate and preliminarily address the question of
whether the parties’ grievance procedure allows for the submission of
multiple grievances to arbitration before addressing the merits. Bensalem
Township Sch. Dist. v. Bensalem Township Educ. Ass’n, 512 A.2d 802 (Pa.
Cmwlth. 1986). Accordingly, a public employer simply does not have the
unilateral authority to determine whether grievances may be consolidated for
arbitration.
The Township admits that it refused to present to an arbitrator the
issue of whether the outstanding grievances in this case should be
consolidated for a single hearing before one arbitrator. The Township,
therefore, has committed an unfair labor practice within the meaning of
University of Pittsburgh, supra.
The Township has alternatively argued that the University of Pittsburgh
Court determined that the unfair practice in that case was a bargaining
violation under 1201(a)(5) of PERA and the PLRA equivalent in this case, i.e.
6(1)(e), was not charged. In PLRB v. Conemaugh Sch. Dist., 2 PPER 104 (Nisi
Decision and Order, 1972), the Board adopted the rationale in Art Metals
Constr. Co. v. NLRB, 110 F.2d 148 (2d Cir. 1940), and held that the specific
violations expressed in the individual clauses of 1201(a)are all species of
the general violation of 1201(a)(1).1 Accordingly, the Board held that “[t]he
commission of an unfair practice as defined by section 1201 subsection (a)
clause (5) has long been held to also constitute a violation of section 1201
subsection (a) clause (1).” Conemaugh Sch. Dist., 2 PPER at 105. The unfair
labor practice policies and provisions of PERA and PLRA are very similar, and
Act 111 does not give explicit direction on unfair practice issues.
Therefore, the Board can evaluate the manner in which the issue was examined
under PERA, and apply the Conemaugh rule in this case. Township of
Sugarloaf, 759 A.2d at 915 n.4. Moreover, in PLRB v. Loose, 402 Pa. 620, 168
A.2d 323 (1961), our Supreme Court explained that “the Pennsylvania Labor
Relations Act was obviously patterned after the National Labor Relations Act
and that federal decisions may be looked to for guidance in interpreting
similar provisions in the Pennsylvania statute.” Id. at 623, 168 A.2d at
325. Accordingly, the Art Metals decision, wherein the court adopted
Congressional Committee reports declaring that Sections “8(2), 8(3), 8(4),
and 8(5) were species of the generic unfair labor practice defined in
[Section] 8(1),” Art Metals, 110 F.2d at 150, is even more applicable in this
case, which is governed by PLRA and Act 111. As long as a complainant places
the respondent on notice of the nature of the charges, by specifically
alleging facts that occurred within the limitations period that constitute an
unfair labor practice under 6(1)(a) and/or (e), the Board can find such a
violation under the general provisions of 6(1)(a). A complainant need not
specifically charge a violation under 6(1)(e) as long as the complainant
proves the factual allegations constituting the bargaining violation and
1
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specifically charges violation of 6(1)(a). The Board therefore concludes
that the Township committed unfair labor practices in violation of Section
6(1)(a) of the PLRA by refusing to submit to an arbitrator for resolution the
Township’s claim that the parties’ collective bargaining agreement does not
allow arbitration of multiple grievances.
After a thorough review of the exceptions and all matters of record,
the Board, therefore, concludes that the Township committed unfair labor
practices in violation of Section 6(1)(a) of the PLRA and shall sustain the
exceptions in part. As a result of the Board’s disposition of this matter,
it need not address the Union’s remaining exceptions.
CONCLUSIONS
CONCLUSIONS 1 through 4 of the Proposed Decision and Order are affirmed
and incorporated herein by reference.
CONCLUSION 5 is vacated and set aside.
6.
That the Township has committed unfair labor practices in
violation of Section 6(1)(a) of the PLRA.
ORDER
In view of the foregoing and in order to effectuate the policies of the
Pennsylvania Labor Relations Act and Act 111 of 1968, the Board
HEREBY ORDERS AND DIRECTS
that the exceptions filed to the Proposed Decision and Order
above-captioned matter be and the same are hereby sustained,
that the order on pages 5 and 6 of the Proposed Decision and
same is vacated and set aside. The Board further orders and
Township shall:

in the
in part; and
Order be and the
directs that the

1. Cease and desist from interfering with, restraining or coercing
employes in the exercise of the rights guaranteed in the PLRA.
2. Cease and desist from refusing to collectively bargain with the
representatives of its employes.
3. Take the following affirmative action, which the Board finds
necessary to effectuate the policies of the PLRA and Act 111:
(a)
Make a written offer to the Union to submit the dispute,
including any issues related to arbitrability under the parties’ collective
bargaining agreement, to arbitration;
(b)
Post a copy of this decision and order within five (5) days from
the effective date hereof in a conspicuous place readily accessible to its
employes and have the same remain so posted for a period of ten (10)
consecutive days; and
(c)
Furnish to the Board within twenty (20) days of the date hereof
satisfactory evidence of compliance with this decision and order by
completion and filing of the attached affidavit of compliance.
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SEALED, DATED and MAILED pursuant to Conference Call Meeting of the
Pennsylvania Labor Relations Board, John Markle Jr., Chairman, and
L. Dennis Martire, Member, this nineteenth day of November, 2001. The Board
hereby authorizes the Secretary of the Board, pursuant to 34 Pa. Code
95.81(a), to issue and serve upon the parties hereto the within Order.
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AFFIDAVIT OF COMPLIANCE

Sugarloaf Township hereby certifies that it has ceased and
desisted from its violation of Section 6(1)(a) of the Pennsylvania
Labor Relations Act and Act 111 of 1968; that it has made a written
offer to the Union to submit the dispute, including any issues related
to arbitrability under the parties’ collective bargaining agreement, to
arbitration; that it has posted a true and correct copy of the Final
Order as directed therein; and that it has served a copy of this
affidavit on the Union at its principal place of business.

_______________________________
Signature/Date

_______________________________
Title

SWORN AND SUBSCRIBED TO before me
the day and year first aforesaid

_________________________________
Signature of Notary Public
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